Usability Testing Results
Summary:

Overall, testing was a success. Participants were able to complete
the key tasks with no errors. They reacted very positively to their
experience interacting with the app and the interface in general.
Multiple users commented on how they would use the app in their
day-to-day life, with a particular emphasis on the benefits for
couples that co-parent their pets.
Participants
Female-identifying, age 28, owns 1 dog (age 4
Male-identifying, age 30, owns 1 dog (age 1) and 1 cat (age 9
Female-identifying, age 26, owns 1 dog (age 12
Male-identifying, age 30, owns 1 dog (age 5
Male-identifying, age 30, owns 1 cat (age 6 mo)
Quantitative Results
5/5 participants completed Task #1 with no error
5/5 participants completed Task #2 with no error
5/5 participants completed Task #3 with no error
5/5 participants rated their satisfaction with the highest
possible score
Descriptors for the product:
Organized
Sleek

Pleasant
Easy

Simple
Intuitive

Concise
User-friendly

Helpful

Wins
“This is so cute!
“The sizing seems right - nothing is too big.
“I’m excited that the breed would auto-populate, rather than
having to scroll through a list.
“I can see me and my boyfriend using it - it’s applicable to our
lives right now, with our new dog.
“I love that it has both the ‘gotcha day’ and the birthday!
“I feel like I understand everything and wouldn’t have to chat in
[for help] to use the app.
“This demo reminded me that I need to give my dog his flea
medicine.
“I have trouble keeping track of everything for our dog on my
own. This would help both of us with remembering to give him his
medication.”
Suggestions & Questions
“I wasn’t expecting it to allow me to immediately edit this. I thought
I would see the details of the event, and then have to click another
button to edit.
“Are there stipulations with the password?
“If the other pet faces hadn’t been there, I may not have known to
click the plus button.
“Would there be an option for breed: unknown?
“When choosing the breed, could there be photos of dogs?
“Would there be a way to link which vet we use?
“Could you choose to send notifications to either person, or both?
“Could the events that happened in the past look different?
“Would you be able to see resources in your area?
“I don’t know my pet’s birthday, so I’m not sure what I would do
here.
“Could an event link to a specific item on Chewy?” (i.e. if
heartworm medicine needs to be given on x day, two weeks
before you’re notified with a link to the product to buy it in time to
give it to your pet.)

Changes to be Implemented
Changing the “Edit event” flow so there is one additional screen
to just view the event detail
Modify the visual design of events that have already occurred
vs. future event
Add language to indicate that birthday & gotcha day are
optional

Future Considerations
Additional testing to confirm that the “add another pet” flow is
intuitive/doesn’t require additional instructio
Some potential bias may have been at play since additional
pet profiles were shown in the prototyp
Develop a feature that allows users to view resources in their
area (vets, groomers, dog walkers, etc.) and allow them to
communicate directly with those resources in the ap
Have a different app view for secondary caregivers;
viewability but no edit abilit
Integrate functionality with a pet supplier (like Chewy) to
provide product links directly in the app & tied to particular
events

